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Field Notes                                                                                                            October 24, 1999 
 
Should row-crop agriculture take a different road?                                                
 
By: Ernest H. Flint, PhD, Area Agent/Agriculture 
 
 It happens to all of us in virtually everything we do.  Just when we think we are on the 
right track and making good progress, we realize we have taken a wrong turn or have forgotten 
something.  This for many of us, is the most frustrating things in the world.  First we have to 
admit to ourselves that we have made a mistake, then that we have wasted a lot of time and 
energy.  We resist admitting to ourselves that we have made an error, and we especially regret 
having others know about it. The more this happens to us the better able we are to accept the fact 
that the sooner the correction is made the easier our recovery will be, so we just do it and go on. 
 This analogy is very much like the situation in row-crop agriculture today as farmers 
struggle to compete.  On the road where farmers find themselves today there have been several 
warning signs, but most have not been heeded.  The first sign was the biggest; it said “Topsoil Is 
Being Lost Rapidly.”  The next one read “Machinery And Labor Is Costing Too Much”.  Three 
signs have been passed recently; “Commodity Prices Are Too Low”, “You Are Going Broke”, 
and “You Are Broke”.  
 This may sound like some far-fetched story, but for many it is very real.  It’s time to turn 
around and try to get back on the right road.  The destination is “Profit” a place inhabited by very 
few farmers these days. The directions for getting there are:   
1.   Stop plowing your money into the ground. 
2. Sell off or park most of your equipment and reduce fuel use.  
3. Use tillage only when necessary, and this is much less than you may think.  
4. Reduce labor expenses, along with associated liabilities. 
5. Diversify your operation to include at least two crops and rotate them as a way of   
 reducing pest problems and spreading the work load. 
After you have followed these directions, you should be able to coast into Profit.   
There are added benefits to being in Profit, things like being able to enjoy sitting through your 
kid’s ball game or fishing without worrying about other things you should be doing.  You might 
even understand what the preacher is saying on Sunday.  
 The plan has been given several names including No-Tillage, Minimum-Tillage, Reduced 
Tillage, and even farming “Ugly” but I think the best term is Conservation Tillage.  You not only 
conserve soil; you also conserve time, labor, fuel, water, nutrients, and your own sanity.  Farmers 
have heard all the “technical” stuff over and over for years, so there is little value in going over 
all that again.  If any of this makes sense and you need help getting your rig turned around there 
are plenty of us willing to help read the map.   
  
  
 
